JONATHAN THOMPSON

MOTIVATIONAL SPEAKER. MENTOR. HOST. ENTREPRENEUR. COMMUNITY ADVOCATE. SOCIAL MEDIA INFLUENCER.

Mr. Positivity

BOOKING NOW!
WWW.JTSCHRONICLES.COM
JTCHRONICLES@GMAIL.COM
774-836-0038
JT has been spreading positivity daily on his social media vlogs. His followers span the country and the views are growing every day.

Before the pandemic hit, Jonathan was delivering motivational speeches in-person, primarily at schools and community events.

During the pandemic, he didn’t slow down, he only pivoted... to the Zoom platform, which expanded his audience.

At a time of great stress with Covid, the death of George Floyd and teen mental stress, JT shed light and brought positivity. He shared uplifting, empowering messages with teachers, students, local and national companies alike.

He also made an upbeat dance video to the song, “Footloose,” to lift spirits during the pandemic. Star of Footloose, Kevin Bacon, saw it, loved it and reposted it. Now it’s gone viral with over 2 million views to date!

JT’s enthusiasm knows no end!

“What you said was inspirational and you made a big impact on our community today. I also improved my life today by finding out who I wanted to be friends with!”

- Student
Entrepreneur: Jonathan "JT" Thompson is the founder of JT's Chronicles, a non-profit organization that focuses on promoting positivity in communities, and teaching kids about loving themselves, setting goals and persevering through challenges.

Community Advocate: Jonathan received a thank you award from TD Bank for his commitment to making the community strong and for spreading positivity everywhere he goes. He was given $10,000 to help kick off his "Back to School Positive Direction Motivational Tour," where he was able to hand out 200+ backpacks full of school supplies and launch a fun dance video.

Social Media Influencer: Additionally, JT was approached by Honeydew Donuts to be a social media influencer via his vlog, Jtschronicles' "Summer of Positivity Campaign," where he interviewed people on the streets of Cape Cod about what helped them to get through the pandemic. JT visited many different businesses and famous places across the cape to interview the public. They shared stories, situations and advice about what made them stronger.
Member of a Boy Band in High School: For over half of his life, Jonathan has been in front of an audience, making people feel good about themselves. Jonathan was in a boy band in high school that was managed by legendary music manager, Johnny Wright. Jonathan’s group opened for New Kids on the Block, Run DMC, etc.

Longtime Host of Dancing with the Docs: Jonathan has also been the host for “Dancing with the Docs” for the past 5 years, which raises millions of dollars for the Cape Wellness Collaborative. The organization helps local cancer patients.

Recipient of Black Excellence on the Hill Award at the Massachusetts State House: JT was awarded this prestigious award for his efforts to keep his community strong during the pandemic. For 76 consecutive weeks, he and DJ, Angel Robinson entertained viewers with a high-energy virtual dance party every Friday night.

National Finalist in #TDThanksYou Campaign: Thompson was a national finalist for TD Bank’s #TDThanksYou campaign for the impact he made in his community during the pandemic.

"JT’s dedication to spreading a message of ‘one love, one family, and one community’ is a testament to his character and his love for his hometown."
- Massachusetts State Representative Will Crocker

LIFETIME LEARNER.
Topics

- Resetting Your Day: Fixing Your Mindset
- Loving Yourself First
- Building Your Life: Goals & Dreams
- Living a More Positive Life
- Starting Your Day Strong
- Guilty by Association

Experience

- Hyannis West Elementary School
- Barnstable High School
- Barnstable Middle School
- Barnstable West Villages Elementary School
- Barnstable Flag Football
- "You Can Do It" Career Day - Barnstable High School
- Barnstable Quarterback Club Rally
- Mashpee Middle School
- Mashpee High School
- Trinity School
- Riverview School Graduating Class
- Dancing with the Docs
- Dennis-Yarmouth Girls Basketball Team
- Dennis-Yarmouth Career Day
- Dennis-Yarmouth 6th Grade
- Dennis-Yarmouth 7th Grade
- Dennis-Yarmouth 8-9th Grade
- Dennis-Yarmouth 11th Grade
- Dennis-Yarmouth Spirit Day
- Mattacheese Middle School
- Art Westfall Foundation
- Unity Day
- Cape Tech 8th Grade
- Cape Tech 9th Grade
- Cape Tech Career Day
- Nauset Middle School
- Nauset 6th Grade
- Nauset 7th Grade
- Nauset 8th Grade
- Sheas Baseball League
- Cape Cod Youth Sports
- Sandwich Juneteenth Day
- Black Lives Rally, Hyannis
- Peace for All, Dennis
- Community Awareness, Chatham Police
- Sandwich Peace Rally
- Vigil for Suicide, Hayannis
- Housing Assistance Corp.
- Massachusetts State House
- International Day, Hyannis

“It is very different to find a guest speaker who is able to successfully engage both boys and girls across the grade levels. Jonathan Thompson is a refreshing voice whom young adults can relate to and who we would welcome back in the future.” - Jennifer Edwards, Teacher
Thank you for considering Jonathan Thompson, also known as JT's Chronicles, for your next motivational speaking presentation.

Contact:
JTchronicles@gmail.com
774-836-0038

FB: Jtschronicles
Instagram: JTschronicles
LinkedIn: Jonathan Thompson (JTschronicles)
YouTube: JTschronicles